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Jaime Salanga founded Draken Security in 2009 with the 
goal of providing quality security services with his unique 
vision and approach to the industry. Prior to starting 
Draken Security, Jaime provided close protection for 
several high-profile clients in various industries.
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Our Team
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Jin Kelley
Director of Operations

Jason Kakebeen
VP account Operations

Vincent Lopez
President, Draken Training

A former government contractor, his extensive 
security background includes supervisory and 
management roles in 5-star hospitality, major 
film studios, executive protection, estate 
security, special/red carpet events, 
investigations, surveillance and more. As a 
government contractor Jin was responsible for 
managing 22 US government sites in 12 states. 
He has worked as an executive protection 
agent for royal families, tech VIPs, diplomats, 
and celebrities.

With a background in the entertainment 
industry, executive protection field, and patrol 
operations, he has been able to implement his 
creative and innovative security 
methods. Having worked with some of the 
entertainment industries elite, this enabled 
him to understand the unique requests of 
some of Hollywood’s A-Listers and socialites.

POST LE, CA DOJ, CCW Tactical Handgun 
Instructor
NRA Certified Instructor #190269946
NRA Chief Range Safety Officer #19026996
DOJ Certified Instructor #352179
TIF BSIS Instructor



Our Services
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Patrol Services

Security Officers:

Executive Protection:

Secure Transportation

Remote Monitoring

Security Consulting:

Ideal for assets stored in warehouses or assets in need of overnight watch. Our officers keep 
detailed reports and are equipped with body cameras. 

Draken Security officers are easily identifiable and create a strong presence in their area 
of operation. Our officers receive in house training by licensed professionals. Draken
Officers are ready to take on a wide range of situations. 

Our executive protection agents are highly experienced and highly trained in the 
art of close protection. Our EP agents receive extensive training by our experts. 

Secure transportation for clients upon request. We have a fleet ranging from 
exotic luxury sedans to SUV’s, sprinter vans, and mini-busses to suit your needs.

At times, the most effective security plans for our clients do not require physical 
security, which is why we provide remote monitoring services for any premise. 

Our team of experts will prepare your team with the knowledge to tackle any situation.
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Our Headquarters

Office Phone Number

7625 Hayvenhusrt Ave #14, Van Nuys
California, 91406
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